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Abstract: In recent years, there has been a growing trend for software applications to use representative service providers for
content distributions. These representative services have brought new tasks for the safety of software content concealment.
Encryption is a technique which can be used to conceal information from unofficial individuals, either in storage or in
communication. This technique transforms the content into a jumbled or an un-viewable format. The proposed scheme is based on
randomly chosen polynomial. The new algorithm offers encryption and decryption with sufficient security and so data is at low
computing overhead.
Index Terms—Encryption, Decryption, random chosen polynomial, Cipher

INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is the method to secure information from
third parties called adversaries. Most common,
cryptography is about creating and evaluating protocols
that prevent adversaries or the public from reading
confidential messages. Various features in data safety
such as data concealment, data integrity, validation is a
center to modern cryptography. Modern cryptography
exists at the connection of the disciplines of mathematics,
computer science, electrical engineering, communication
engineering, and physics. In present years, there had been
a growing tendency for software applications to use
representative
service
providers
for
contented
distributions. These representative services had brought
new tasks to the safety of software content confidentiality.
The proposed scheme is based on randomly
chosen polynomial. The new algorithm offers a onetime
encryption with sufficient security. The proposed scheme
is based on polynomial generation. The polynomial used
is generated randomly and is of degree n, where n is a
positive integer. Cryptography is a method of
safeguarding data and communications through practice
of codes so that only those people for whom the data is
planned can understand it and process it. Hence avoiding
illegal access to information. The word “crypt” defines
“hidden” and graphy defines “writing”. In Cryptography,
the methodologies which are used to secure data are

achieved from mathematical perceptions and a set of
rule-based calculations known as algorithms to change
messages in such a way that makes it hard to decode it.
Random Chosen Polynomial
The polynomial equation is chosen by selecting the
coefficients. By using the randomly chosen polynomial
encryption and decryption is done. Encryption and
decryption are done by using private key. Encryption is
done by changing plain text to encryption text and
decryption is done by converting encryption text to plain
text.
Functionality
Message is sent to the sender. The sender using the
encryption algorithm encrypts the message using a private
key. Then, the plain text is converted to the cipher text.
Now, using the private key the cipher text is received. The
ciphered text is sent to the receiver, the receiver using the
decryption algorithm decrypts the ciphered text to the
plain text. The plain text is achieved using the private key.
The message is sent in the form of blocks.
Overall block diagram
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fig.1 proposed block diagram
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Plain text is given as input to the transmitter. The
transmitter performs encryption algorithm and the output
of the transmitter is cipher text. The cipher text is given as
input to the receiver, therefore the receiver performs
decryption algorithm. Hence the output of the receiver is
plain text.
IMPLEMENTATION OF ENCRYPTION

Cipher text
Plain text

f(k)

Fig.2 Block diagram for Transmitter
Plain text data is given as input to the data input block
(ak). The output is given to the alpha-numeric block
converter. The data is sent in the form of blocks. The
output of the data input block is given as input to the
alpha-numeric converter block. The alpha-numeric block
maps the each block of data to alpha-numerical values.
Basically, the alpha-numeric values are assigned to
numerical. The following characters are assigned to
numerical.
A=0,B=1,C=2,----,Z=25,0 = 26, 1 = 27, ………., 9 =
35 and space = 36.
We have chosen mod 37 because the total count
of alpha-numerical are 37. Two inputs are taken to
perform the modulus operation. f(k) is the polynomial
equation with coefficients, Where k=1,2……..
Generally, multiplication operation requires
two inputs. Therefore, the output of modulus block is
given as one of the input and the output of alpha-numeric
converter block is given as another input to the
multiplier. Finally, the multiplication output is “bk”. Two
inputs are taken to perform the modulus operation. One
input 37 and another input is the output of the multiplier.
The obtained output is the cipher text (dk). Division
operation is performed in order to know the private key.
The output the multiplier block and the modulus 37 block
is given as the two inputs to the divider. Thus obtained
private key(lk) is the output of the divider block.
Procedural steps for encryption
1.
Chosen a prime number as our modulus.
2.
Mapped the alphabets, digits and numbers to

alpha numeric values.
3.
Randomly chosen the polynomial coefficients.
4.
As a result of chosen coefficients, polynomial is
known.
5.
Let M be the plain text message of width ‘m’, so
that the message can be written as M: a1, a2, a3, ---, am ,
where ai is the ith letter in the message M. Here ai may be
an alphabet or a digits or a space.
6.
We convert the plain text M to alpha-numerical
values .
7.
Let the converted text ‘C’ be given by C: c1, c2,
c3, ---, cm. where ci is the converted value of ai.
8.
Now we calculate G: g1, g2, g3, ---, gm by using
f (k) = gk mod 37 where k = 1, 2, 3, ----, m.
9.
Then gk lies between 0 and 36 (0< 37).
10. Here D: d1, d2, d3, ---, dm is the ciphered
message numerical values or encrypted text message
values.
11. Here l1, l2, l3, ---, lm, is the private key.
12. We now convert the cipher text message values
‘D’ back to alpha numeric string.
13.
Thus we get cipher text message.
IMPLEMENTATION OF DECRYPTION
The output of the data input block is given as input to
the alpha-numeric converter block. The alpha-numeric
block maps the each block of data to alpha-numerical
values. Basically, the alpha-numeric values are assigned
to numerical. The following characters are assigned to
numerical.
A=0,B=1,C=2,----,Z-25,0 = 26, 1 = 27, ………., 9 = 35
and space = 36. The polynomial equation is generated and
the coefficients are chosen randomly. The polynomial
equation is defined as f(k) where k=1,2,…..n. We have
chosen mod 37 because the total count of alpha-numerical
are 37.
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Cipher text
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9) Covert the decrypted message to alpha - numerical
string.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The design is technologically advanced in Verilog
HDL (Hardware Description Language), synthesized and
simulated by using Xilinx 14.3 software.
Encryption Simulation

divider

Alphanumeric
converter
Plain text

Fig.3 Block diagram for Transmitter
In order to perform addition, two inputs are taken. The
output of the modulus 37 is given as one of the input and
the other input is taken from the input of the alphanumeric block. Division operation is performed in order
to know the private key. The output the multiplier block
and the modulus 37 block is given as the two inputs to the
divider. Thus obtained private key(lk) is the output of the
divider block. The output of the data input block is given
as input to the alpha-numeric converter block. The alphanumeric block maps the each block of data to alphanumerical values.

fig
Fig 4. Encryption output
Decryption simulation

PROCEDURAL STEPS FOR ENCRYPTION
1) The receiver has received the cipher text and private
key.
2) Convert the cipher text to alpha-numerical string.
3) Calculate f(k) by using private key and corresponding
polynomial coefficients p0, p1, p2, ---, pn, where k =
1 to 10.
4) Compute gk via f (k)
gk mod 37. we get gk values
lying between 0 to 36.
5) Since D: d1, d2, d3, ---, dm is known.
6) Now we calculate b k = 37l k + d k using private key
L: l1, l2, l3, ---, lm.
7) Evaluate ck.
8) Note that gk
0 because when gk = 0, we should
replace gk by 37. where ck is decrypted message
numerical values.
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Frequency: 104.232MHz)
Minimum input arrival time before clock: No
path found
4. Maximum output required time after clock:
4.283ns
5. Maximum combinational path delay: No path
found
Device utilization summary of Decryption
3.

Fig 5. Decryption output
Timing Summary of Encryption
1. Speed grade: -4
2. Minimum period: 10.380ns
3. Minimum input arrival time before clock: No
path found
4. Maximum output required time after clock:
4.283ns
5. Maximum combinational path delay: No path
found
Device utilization summary of Encryption

CONCLUSION
In this Encryption and Decryption is carried out using
an random chosen polynomial. we had used block cipher,
in order to send the data in the form of blocks. Different
patterns of data is sent to the transmitter, and the output
we get from the transmitter is cipher text.
The received output from transmitter is given as the
input to the receiver and the output of the receiver is
cipher text. The polynomial used here is chosen randomly
by taking the respective coefficients.
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